Block copolymers may be added as surface-active compatibilizers in order to control the morphology of blends of immiscible polymers. The effects of such added compatibilizers on the rheological properties of droplet-matrix blends are investigated experimentally. Model blends composed of polyisobutylene ͑PIB͒ droplets in a polydimethylsiloxane ͑PDMS͒ matrix, compatibilized with a diblock copolymer of PIB and PDMS, are studied here. The viscosity ratio of the blends, i.e., the ratio of the viscosity of the droplets to that of the matrix, is varied from 0.1 to 2.7. The viscosity and the first normal stress difference under steady shear conditions, and complex moduli after cessation of shear are measured. It is found that addition of the compatibilizer slightly raises the magnitude of the terminal complex viscosity of blends at all ratios of viscosity. Furthermore, with addition of the compatibilizer, the terminal relaxation time is found to increase sharply at high viscosity ratios, whereas the steady shear N 1 is found to increase at low viscosity ratios. These experimental observations are consistent with Marangoni stress caused by flow-induced gradients in the compatibilizer concentration on the surface of compatibilized drops. It is shown that, qualitatively, the effects of the Marangoni stress are somewhat analogous to an increase in drop viscosity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Blending of immiscible polymers is often the most economical means of achieving desired product properties. The processing history strongly affects the morphology and properties of a blend, hence, the relationship between flow and the structure of immiscible blends is a topic of intense current interest. Past research has elucidated the key role played by interfacial tension, and the volume fraction and relative viscosity of the components, and has yielded insight into the various phenomena that determine the flowinduced structural evolution of immiscible blends. Key features of the dynamics of immiscible blends as reviewed by Tucker and Moldenaers ͑2002͒ are as follows: For droplet-matrix morphologies, structural evolution during shear flow occurs primarily by the deformation, breakup, and coalescence of droplets. Droplet deformation is governed by two dimensionless numbers: the viscosity ratio, p ϭ d / m , and the capillary number, Ca ϭ deforming hydrodynamic stress restoring interfacial stress ϭ where R is the radius of the droplet, ␣ is the interfacial tension, ␥ is the shear rate, and d and m are the viscosities of the droplet and matrix fluids, respectively. Such droplet deformation corresponds to storage of mechanical energy via interfacial deformation and confers viscoelasticity upon a blend. If the deforming stress is sufficiently high, i.e., if
Ca у Ca cr ͑ p ͒, ͑2͒ droplets breakup, primarily by simple rupture of moderately elongated droplets or capillary breakup of highly elongated fibrils. Here Ca cr is the critical capillary number for the breakup of droplets. Finally, flow induces collisions, and hence coalescence, of droplets ͓Chesters ͑1991͔͒. The capability to break up and coalesce implies that immiscible blends have no intrinsic length scale; the characteristic length scale of the blend, i.e., the drop size, depends on the flow field applied ͓Vinckier et al. ͑1996͒; Kitade et al. ͑1997͔͒ . Surface-active species are often employed to promote blending of incompatible liquids. In the case of immiscible polymer blends, this ''compatibilizer'' may be added prior to blending or be generated by an interfacial chemical reaction during blending. Various aspects of the compatibilization of polymers have been discussed in recent reviews ͓di Lorenzio and Frigione ͑1997͒; Koning et al. ͑1998͔͒ . Compatibilizers can reduce the interfacial tension between the immiscible phases of a blend, and thereby reduce the average drop size by facilitating breakup of droplets as per Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒. Reduction of interfacial tension is however not the only effect of compatibilizer addition ͓Van Much work has been done on the morphological characteristics of compatibilized blends. Much less is known about their rheological properties ͓see Riemann et al. ͑1997͒; Iza et al. ͑2001͒; Zarraga et al. ͑2001͒; Sung et al. ͑2003͒ , and references cited therein͔. Most of the work has been performed with blends of commercial polymers whose complex rheological properties make it difficult to isolate the effects of the compatibilizer. Moreover, the amounts of compatibilizer added are often very large, generally more than 1% of the total and often as much as 10% of the total volume. These volume fractions are sufficiently large that the compatibilizer might form complex phases with the homopolymers or a separate phase of its own, and/or modify the rheological properties of the bulk phases of the blend significantly. A systematic study of the dynamic effects of a small amount of added compatibilizer on blends of simple fluids is still lacking. Here we investigate the rheological properties of blends of rheologically simple ͑i.e., nearly Newtonian͒ liquids, compatibilized by small amounts ͑1% or less͒ of a well-characterized diblock copolymer in simple shear flow.
The blend system is composed of polyisobutylene ͑PIB͒ and polydimethylsiloxane ͑PDMS͒ compatibilized by an unentangled PIB-PDMS diblock copolymer. This system is an extension of past research on uncompatibilized PIB/PDMS blends ͓see Guido et al. ͑1999͒, and references therein͔, which are regarded as experimentally convenient substitutes for commercial polymer blends due to their low viscosity at room temperature, high immiscibility, nearly Newtonian behavior of the components, and transparency. In a previous article ͓Velankar et al. ͑2001b͔͒, PIB/PDMS blends with viscosity ratio p Ϸ 1, 10% of dispersed phase, and various ͑low͒ levels of compatibilizer were studied. The main observation in the previous study at p Ϸ 1 was that addition of a compatibilizer caused the steady-shear capillary number to increase to values well above Ca cr for breakup of uncompatibilized droplets ͓Velankar et al. ͑2001b͔͒. This suggests that the hydrodynamic stress required to break compatibilized droplets is higher than that expected from their interfacial tension. Based on earlier simulations ͓Stone and Leal ͑1990͒; Li and Pozrikidis ͑1997͔͒, it was concluded that the most likely cause of this is a gradient in the interfacial concentration of the diblock copolymer along the drop's surface. This is believed to cause a gradient in interfacial tension ͑Marangoni stress͒, which resists deformation and breakup of compatibilized droplets.
In this paper, the effect of addition of a compatibilizer on the rheological properties of blends is investigated. Both the linear dynamic mechanical properties as well as the nonlinear steady-shear properties are discussed, with emphasis on compatibilizer effects at different viscosity ratios. As in the previous article ͓Velankar et al. ͑2001b͔͒, the focus is not on the effect of added compatibilizer on the interfacial tension or the absolute size of droplets, but on rheological characteristics such as the relaxation time, viscosity, and normal stress. We ask, ''Given a blend of certain viscosity ratio and volume fraction, how does a surface-active compatibilizer change the rheological properties?'' As before ͓Ve-lankar et al. ͑2001b͔͒, in discussing the results, the compatibilizer is regarded only as a surfactant that decreases interfacial tension. Issues such as swelling of the blocks of the diblock by homopolymers or finite interfacial thickness are not discussed here.
II. EXPERIMENT
The blends were composed of two different grades of PIB ͑Parapol 950 and Parapol 1300, Exxon Chemical Co.͒ and two grades of PDMS ͑Rhodorsil v. 100 000 and Rhodorsil v. 200 000, Rhodia Chemicals͒. The viscosity of PIB is much more sensitive to temperature than that of PDMS, hence, the viscosity ratio could be varied significantly by changing the temperature of the blends. The viscosities of the pure components are listed in Table I . All components were approximately Newtonian under the experimental conditions. A diblock copolymer of PIB-PDMS was purchased from Polymer Source Inc. Its structural characteristics as measured by the supplier are M w,PIB ϭ 6150; M w,PDMS ϭ 8000; polydispersity ϳ 1.3. The low molecular weights of the blocks imply that there are no entanglements between the blocks and the matrix.
Blends were prepared by mixing the diblock into PIB, and then dispersing this mixture into the PDMS matrix. All mixing was performed by hand with a spatula; since all samples were preconditioned with a specific shear history prior to measurement, differences in mixing conditions may be assumed to be relatively unimportant. This assumption is known to be valid for similar uncompatibilized blends ͓Vinckier et al. ͑1996, 1998͔͒ and was verified for similar compatibilized blends with p ϭ 1.06 described previously ͓Velankar et al. ͑2001b͔͒. All blends had 10 wt % of dispersed phase, i.e., volume fraction ϭ 0.108 at room temperature. Blends are designated Bx-y, where x is the viscosity ratio and y is the amount of compatibilizer quoted as a weight percentage of dispersed phase. For example, a ''2% compatibilized'' blend has overall 0.2 wt % diblock copolymer. In the present work, uncompatibilized, 2% compatibilized, and 10% compatibilized blends are investigated; thus the overall wt % of compatibilizer in the blend was either 0.2 or 1 wt % of the blend. A 98:2 mixture of PIB:compatibilizer was found to have a viscosity within 5% that of pure PIB. Similarly, a 98:2 mixture of PDMS:compatibilizer had rheological properties that were indistinguishable from those of pure PDMS. Thus, the compatibilizer did not significantly affect the rheology of the phases even at double the largest concentration used in this research; clearly, the effects discussed in this paper are not attributable to changes in the rheological properties of the bulk phases due to the addition of the compatibilizer. Dynamic mechanical measurements were performed on a Rheometrics Dynamic Stress Rheometer equipped with a Peltier element to control the temperature, and using a 25 mm/0.1 rad cone and plate geometry. All samples were subjected to preshear of 4.8 s Ϫ1 for 3000 strain units. They were then sheared at a lower rate of 1.2 s Ϫ1 until steady state was reached. The evolution of morphology was monitored by interrupting the shear flow periodically, and conducting dynamic mechanical measurements at 25% strain in the frequency range of 0.03-100 rad/s. This relatively large strain value was used to ensure that the torque remained above the limit of sensitivity of the instrument. It was verified that all measurements were in the linear viscoelastic region, and that the morphology did not change during dynamic measurements. Steady-shear viscosities and normal stresses during coalescence were measured with Rheometrics RMS-800 rheometer using 25 mm/ 0.1 rad cone and plate geometry, and a water bath to maintain constant temperature. The strain history for these experiments was identical to that for the dynamic mechanical experiments.
III. RESULTS
Here in Sec. III, four rheological properties, the terminal relaxation time, the magnitude of the terminal complex viscosity, the first normal stress difference under steady shear, and the steady-shear viscosity are considered in turn. Only data analysis and experimental observations are described here; discussion is deferred to Sec. IV. Figure 1 shows typical complex moduli and the magnitude of the complex viscosity for the compatibilized blends studied in this work. The moduli and viscosity of the blends have contributions from bulk phases ͑here called the ''component contribution''͒ and from the interface. The solid lines in Fig. 1 show the component contribution calculated from the Palierne model without interfacial tension ͑see below for details͒. In the present case this result is indistinguishable from the volume average contribution of the components ͑not shown͒. At high frequencies, the measured moduli and ͉*͉ are nearly identical to the component contribution. The most significant features in Fig. 1 are the shoulder in GЈ and the higher ͉*͉ of the blend at low frequencies compared to the components. The former is discussed next and the latter in Sec. III B.
A. Dynamic oscillatory experiments: Terminal relaxation time
For blends without a compatibilizer, both these features mentioned above are known to result from the deformation and relaxation of droplets during the dynamic oscillatory experiment ͓Graebling et al. ͑1993͔͒. Dimensional analysis suggests that the relaxation time that corresponds to the shoulder in GЈ is proportional to m R/␣, with further dependence on viscosity ratio p and volume fraction . An exact relationship ͓Eq. ͑10͒, presented later͔ for the relaxation time of blends with small was given in the Palierne model ͓Palierne ͑1990͒; Graebling et al. ͑1993͔͒. For uncompatibilized blends, this model relates the complex moduli of blends to those of the components, the volume fraction of the dispersed phase, and the parameter ␣/R. Thus, the mean relaxation time of the blend can be obtained by fitting the Palierne model to the complex moduli of the blend using the quantity ␣/R as a fitting parameter.
For compatibilized blends, the ''complete'' Palierne model ͓Palierne ͑1990͔͒ predicts more complex behavior due to the interfacial viscoelasticity caused by the presence of the compatibilizer. The main qualitative effect of interfacial viscoelasticity is an additional shoulder in the GЈ vs data. This has been observed experimentally by Riemann et al. ͑1997͒ and by Van Hemelrijck et al. ͑2004͒ . Starting with the complete Palierne model and making some simplifying assumptions, those authors were able fit the model to their data and obtain the viscoelastic properties of the interface. The compatibilized blends studied in this paper, however, like similar blends studied recently ͓Velankar et al. ͑2001b͔͒, show moduli that are qualitatively similar to those of uncompatibilized blends, i.e., only a single shoulder is apparent in the GЈϪ curves as seen in Fig. 1 . A more careful analysis of the relaxation spectrum obtained using the NLREG software. ͓Honerkamp and Weese ͑1993͔͒ confirms that the compatibilized blends studied here show only a single relaxation process. Yet, it cannot be concluded that interfacial viscoelasticity is absent. The lack of a second shoulder in the data does not provide conclusive evidence of the absence of interfacial viscoelasticity; Jacobs et al. ͑1999͒ showed theoretically that if the interfacial moduli are comparable to the interfacial tension, only a single shoulder is seen in GЈ. Indeed, Van Hemelrijck et al. ͑2004͒ observed that with increasing amounts of compatibilizer, the two shoulders merged into one. Under such circumstances, it is not possible to obtain reliable values of all the parameters in the ''complete'' Palierne model; there are simply too many parameters in the complete model
FIG. 1.
Complex moduli and magnitude of the complex viscosity for typical compatibilized blends. These data refer to B0.5-2 after shearing at 1.2 s Ϫ1 until steady state was reached. Solid lines were calculated using the Palierne model without interfacial tension, and thus represent the contribution expected from the pure components that comprise the blend. This is indistinguishable from the volume average contribution of the components ͑not shown͒.
for them to be obtained by fitting single-shoulder GЈ data such as those shown in Fig. 1 . Thus how may be complex moduli of compatibilized blends studied here be analyzed quantitatively?
Three different methods were discussed previously ͓Velankar et al. ͑2001b͔͒.
͑1͒
The Palierne model can be used if one simply ignores interfacial viscoelasticity. The rationale is that, since there is only one shoulder in GЈ, there is no compelling reason to include interfacial viscoelasticity in the analysis. ͑2͒ The Palierne model can be used still ignoring interfacial viscoelasticity, but including a variable volume fraction of the dispersed phase as an additional fitting parameter. The rationale is that there are some drops with relaxation times that are very far from the mean and they do not contribute to the shoulder in GЈ. ͑3͒ The relaxation time of the shoulder can be obtained by fitting the data to a multimode Maxwell model. The Palierne model can be ignored altogether.
For the blends studied here, the first two methods gave poor fits to the data for blends with high viscosity ratios, and so these fits were not used in this paper. All analyses in this paper were performed using the last method ͓Gramespacher and Meissner ͑1992͔͒. Briefly, in this method, the relaxation time d of the shoulder in GЈ was obtained by fitting a multimode Maxwell model to the difference in GЈ of the blends and GЈ expected if the interfacial tension were zero ͓Dickie ͑1979͒; Secor ͑1992͔͒ ͑see Supplementary Material in EPAPS Document No. E-JORH02-48-013404. Information on accessing this document is contained at the end of the paper͒. The quantity d ␥ , denoted t*, is then defined as the dimensionless relaxation time. It should be noted that no specific physical mechanism for the GЈ shoulder is implicit in the calculation of t*, i.e., the definition of t* is model independent. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the dimensionless relaxation time, t*, for some selected blends. There are three notable features of the evolution curves. First, t* increases after a step down in shear rate and reaches a plateau after long shearing times. Second, the t* vs shear strain curves shift upward ͑i.e., towards higher t*) upon addition of a compatibilizer. Both these features were seen previously for the B1.1 blends ͓Velan-kar et al. ͑2001b͔͒.
A third unusual feature is a maximum in the t* versus shear strain curve for some compatibilized blends. This maximum is prominent for B0.5-10 ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ and B0.3-10 ͑not shown͒, although weaker maxima can be discerned for some other blends as well. It is not an artifact of data fitting since GЈ at any particular frequency in the terminal region itself goes through a maximum. For blends with p Ͼ 0.54, no maxima could be discerned. Similar maxima have been seen in other compatibilized blend systems studied in this lab ͓Velankar et al. ͑2001a͔͒. The causes of these maxima are not known at present.
The primary concern here in Sec. III A is the effect of added compatibilizer on steady shear t ss * ͑i.e., the value of t* after long shear times͒ of the blends as a function of the viscosity ratio. For the uncompatibilized blends, Fig. 3 shows t ss * increases with p, gradually below p ϭ 1, but more steeply as p exceeds 1. The principal experimental observation in this section is that addition of a compatibilizer has no effect on t ss * at low p, but sharply increases t ss * at high p. This will be discussed further in Sec. IV A.
B. Dynamic oscillatory experiments: Terminal complex viscosity
The magnitude of the terminal complex viscosity showed virtually no change as coalescence proceeded after decreasing the shear rate from 4.8 to 1.2 s
Ϫ1
. In this section we are concerned with the effect of the compatibilizer on the magnitude of the terminal complex viscosity obtained upon stopping flow after steady-shear flow has been achieved. The viscosity of droplet-matrix emulsions can be made conveniently dimensionless by dividing by the matrix viscosity. The relative terminal complex viscosity 0r * is thus defined as where * is the complex viscosity of the blend. The absolute value ͉ 0r * ͉ is expected to equal 0r , the relative steady shear viscosity of the blend in the limit of zero shear rate.
Deviations of ͉ 0r * ͉ from unity reflect the contribution of droplets to the terminal complex viscosity.
The magnitudes of the relative terminal complex viscosities of the uncompatibilized and compatibilized blends are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the viscosity ratio, p. The primary experimental observation is that the compatibilized blends have higher ͉ 0r * ͉   FIG. 3 . Dimensionless terminal relaxation times t ss * after stopping steady shear at 1.2 s Ϫ1 as a function of the viscosity ratio. The point corresponding to the B2.7-0 blend is t* after shearing for ϳ 120 000 strain units. The arrow pointing upward indicates that t* was still increasing, and hence the steady state t* for the B2.7-0 blend is higher than the point displayed. The solid line, labeled t cr * , is Eq. ͑10͒ with Ca ϭ Ca cr substituted from Eq.
͑11͒.

FIG. 4.
Magnitude of the relative terminal complex viscosity reached after stopping steady shear at 1.2 s Ϫ1 .
than uncompatibilized ones, especially at high p. Since ͉ 0r * ͉ ϭ 0r , the relative zeroshear viscosity, Fig. 4 also indicates that compatibilized blends are more viscous than uncompatibilized ones in the low shear rate limit.
C. Steady-shear experiments: Steady-shear viscosity
The steady-shear viscosity, , of all blends decreased slightly during the coalescence process at 1.2 s Ϫ1 . The present section is concerned with the value of the steady-shear viscosity at 1.2 s Ϫ1 . As in Sec. III B, the matrix viscosity has been used to render the steady-shear viscosity dimensionless. The relative viscosity, 
D. Steady-shear experiments: First normal stress difference
For blends with low p, N 1 was found to increase significantly as coalescence proceeded, whereas for large p, N 1 was found to change very little after decreasing the shear rate from 4.8 to 1.2 s Ϫ1 . In all cases, N 1 reached steady state well before the terminal relaxation time, i.e., N 1 was found to be far less sensitive to the morphological evolution during coalescence than the linear viscoelastic properties. As in Secs. III A-III C, N 1 is considered only after reaching steady state at 1.2 s Ϫ1 are considered here.
Since the components of the blends studied here are weakly elastic, the bulk phases contribute to N 1 as well. This component ͑or bulk͒ contribution must be subtracted from the total normal stress, N 1 , in order to isolate the interfacial contribution, N 1,interface . In 
While such subtraction of the volume-weighted average of the components does not have a fundamental basis, it has been known to work well for dilute uncompatibilized blends ͓Jansseune et al. ͑2001͔͒. Due to the weak elasticity of the components used here, N 1,components calculated from Eq. ͑5͒ is less than 15% of the total N 1 , hence, the calculated values of N 1,interface are not critically dependent on how N 1,components is calculated. It has been observed experimentally that under steady shear, N 1,interface is proportional to the shear stress applied ͓Vinckier et al. ͑1996͒; Kitade et al. ͑1997͔͒, thus, a convenient dimensionless measure of the normal stress due to the interface is the relative interfacial normal stress, N r ,
Here we are concerned with the effect of the compatibilizer on N r . Figure 6 shows N r as a function of the viscosity ratio. At low p, addition of the compatibilizer increases N r . With an increase of p, N r is reduced more sharply for compatibilized blends than for uncompatibilized ones. Indeed, at the highest viscosity ratio studied, little difference is apparent between the compatibilized and uncompatibilized blends.
In Sec. I we mentioned that the phenomenological question underlying this research is, What is the effect of added compatibilizer on the rheology of immiscible blends? Therefore we summarize the key changes in rheology prior to proceeding with the discussion. Addition of the compatibilizer was found to ͑1͒ increase the terminal relaxation time sharply at high p, but not at low p; ͑2͒ increase the magnitude of the terminal complex viscosity, especially at high p; ͑3͒ increase the steady-shear viscosity at 1.2 s Ϫ1 of blends at all p, and reduce their shear-thinning tendency; and ͑4͒ increase the interfacial contribution to the first normal stress at 1.2 s Ϫ1 at low p, but not at high p.
It must be emphasized that none of these results are based on any microscopic model about blend dynamics. The only approximations made in arriving at these results was to highlight the interfacial contribution to GЈ ͑see the EPAPS material in the reference section͒ and to N 1 ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒ by subtraction of the component contributions. It must also be noted that all the above observations are apparent even when the amount of compatibilizer is as low as 0.2 wt % of the blend, and that the results cannot be explained by changes in the rheology of bulk phases due to the compatibilizer.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Terminal relaxation time
Here in Sec. IV A the observation that t* is insensitive to the compatibilizer at low p but increases sharply with compatibilization at high p is considered.
Equivalence between t* and Ca
First we note that t* ϭ d ␥ may be regarded as a kind of capillary number. Dimensional analysis suggests that the relaxation time d of the shoulder must be the ratio of the viscosity that retards interfacial relaxation to the stress that drives interfacial relaxation,
The numerator is clearly the hydrodynamic stress that deforms droplets. Thus, being proportional to the ratio of the hydrodynamic stress to the interfacial stress, t* is equivalent to a capillary number as per Eq. ͑1͒. For an uncompatibilized blend, this relationship may be made exact since the interfacial stress must scale as ␣/R,
Replacing ␥ m R/␣ with Ca from Eq. ͑1͒, and using the proportionality function f (p,) given by Palierne,
Clearly, for a particular uncompatibilized blend, t* is simply proportional to the capillary number. For a compatibilized blend, the interfacial restoring stress is not necessarily ␣/R since interfacial viscoelasticity can also contribute to the interfacial stress. Nevertheless, the conceptual equivalence between t* and the capillary number as per Eq. ͑8͒ still holds. Figure 3 shows that the t ss * after cessation of steady shear increases with compatibilizer at high p; therefore in the interpretation here, the steady-shear capillary number increases upon the addition of a compatibilizer at high p.
Steady-shear t ss * Écritical t*
For uncompatibilized blends, it has been noted previously that after a sufficiently long shear time, the steady-shear drop size is roughly equal to that for breakup ͓Vinckier et al.
͑1998͒
; Velankar et al. ͑2001b͔͒ . This can be tested in our system by comparing t ss * of the uncompatibilized drops in Fig. 3 in Eq. ͑10͒, the solid line in Fig. 3 is obtained. Clearly, t* Ϸ t cr * ͑i.e., Ca ss Ϸ Ca cr ) is indeed true for uncompatibilized blends. This can be understood easily: in a shear rate step-down experiment, initially small droplets can grow only until their Ca is large enough for them to breakup. If the same is assumed to be true for compatibilized blends, i.e., if we assume that under steady-shear conditions the compatibilized drops also have Ca equal to their critical value, then Fig. 3 implies that the addition of a compatibilizer increases the critical capillary number and thus stabilizes drops against breakup. Such stabilization of drops due to added surfactant has been reported by direct visual observation previously ͓Jans-sen et al. ͑1994͒; Van Puyvelde et al. ͑2002͒; Hu and Lips ͑2003͔͒. Using rheological methods, we drew the same conclusion previously for the B1.1 series of blends ͓Velankar et al. ͑2001b͔͒; the present research however suggests that this stabilization effect is negligible at low p, but increases rapidly as p increases.
Mechanism
A physical mechanism by which the addition of a surface-active compatibilizer can stabilize drops is shown in Fig. 7͑c͒ . This picture is derived from past numerical simulations ͓Stone and Leal ͑1990͒; Pawar and Stebe ͑1996͒; Li and Pozrikidis ͑1997͒; Yon and Pozirikidis ͑1998͒; Velankar et al. ͑2004͔͒ and was elaborated upon in our previous paper ͓Velankar et al. ͑2001b͔͒. Briefly, the flow convects the compatibilizer towards the tips of the drop, causing a gradient in interfacial tension. Corresponding Marangoni stresses tend to reduce internal circulation inside the drops, decrease their deformation, and thus stabilize them. There are two other effects in addition to Marangoni stresses. The first is that the lower interfacial tension at the tips tends to stretch them, thus increasing drop deformation. The second is that the deformed drop has a larger interfacial area than the initially spherical drop, thus resulting in overall dilution of the surfactant; this tends to reduce deformation. Due to the competing effects of dilution and Marangoni stresses on one hand, and lower capillary pressure at the tips on the other, surfactants can stabilize or destabilize drops, depending on parameters such as the viscosity ratio, amount of surfactant, etc. Much numerical research has been devoted to exploring this parameter space ͓Stone and Leal ͑1990͒; Pawar and Stebe ͑1996͒; Li and Pozrikidis ͑1997͒; Yon and Pozirikidis ͑1998͒; Drumright-Clarke and Renardy ͑2004͒; Velankar et al. ͑2004͔͒.
There is considerable experimental evidence that demonstrates that interfacial tension gradients can exist on the surfaces of drops with a compatibilizer. Direct experimental evidence of gradients in interfacial tension ͓Velankar et al. ͑2001b͔͒ and interfacial concentration ͓Jeon and Macosko ͑2003͔͒ has been provided. Indirect evidence in terms of drop shape analysis ͓Hu et al. ͑2000͒; Hu and Lips ͑2003͔͒, tip streaming ͓de Bruijn ͑1993͒; Janssen et al. ͑1997͒; Eggleton et al. ͑2001͔͒, or an increase in viscosity upon addition of surfactant ͓Nawab and Mason ͑1958͔͒ has also been presented. Direct visual evidence that the addition of a compatibilizer makes drops difficult to deform or break has been shown for the B1.1 series of blends previously ͓Van Puyvelde et al. ͑2002͔͒.
Here we seek to use this same physical picture to explain the effect of p on t ss * . Following Fig. 7͑d͒ , the effect of Marangoni stresses can be qualitatively gauged from a balance of tangential stress at any location on the interface. While this can be done by rigorous stress balance ͓see Stone and Leal ͑1990͒, for example͔, for the present purposes, an approximate local tangential stress balance is sufficient:
FIG. 7.
Schematic of droplets in shear flow. ͑a͒ Uncompatibilized drops at finite Ca: interfacial contribution to stress is entirely due to drop deformation. ͑b͒ Compatibilized droplet for Ca → 0. Bulk flow convects compatibilizer to the ends of the drop. The thickness of the boundary of the drop is indicative of the local compatibilizer concentration. Thin arrows show streamlines; gray arrows show Marangoni stress. Since Ca → 0 the droplet is nearly spherical and the interfacial contribution to stress is due to Marangoni stress resulting from redistribution of the compatibilizer on the surface. ͑c͒ Compatibilized droplets for finite Ca: interfacial contribution to stress due to both deformation and comaptibilizer redistribution. Marangoni stress reduces droplet deformation; therefore the drop in ͑a͒ is drawn to be more deformed than that in ͑c͒. ͑d͒ Magnified view of the interface in the dotted circle in ͑c͒: Marangoni stress affects the local tangential stress balance at the interface.
where z is the direction normal to the surface. This equation suggests that, viewed from matrix phase, the Marangoni stress appears as additional shear stress that has to be overcome in order to maintain shear flow. Therefore, the effects of Marangoni stress are expected to be qualitatively similar to those of an increase in drop viscosity. This analogy is well known from the literature on oil-water emulsions ͓Lucassen-Reynders and Kuijpers ͑1992͔͒, and has been shown by numerical simulations ͓Li and Pozrikidis ͑1997͔͒. The data of Fig. 3 agree qualitatively with this analogy: shifting t ss * for compatibilized blends horizontally to higher p can approximately superimpose them on the t ss * for uncompatibilized blends ͑not shown, but see the following Sec. IV A 4͒.
The effect of p on t ss * is then explained as follows: The preceding section IV A2 noted that t ss * Ϸ t cr * ; this was verified for uncompatibilized drops and assumed for compatibilized drops. For uncompatibilized drops, the dependence of t cr * ͑and therefore of t ss *) is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 3 . Our analogy says that for compatibilized blends, the additional Marangoni stress is equivalent to a higher p. At low p since the solid curve is flat, additional Marangoni stress does not affect t cr * ͑nor therefore t ss *). At high p, since the solid curve increases sharply, the additional Marangoni stress increases t cr * ͑and therefore t ss *) sharply.
It must be reiterated here that three distinct arguments are made here. First, the conceptual equivalence between t* and the capillary number was noted. Second, it was pointed out that the drops at steady state are at their critical capillary number ͓verified here and previously by Vinckier et al. ͑1998͒ for uncompatibilized drops, assumed for compatibilized drops͔. Finally, it was noted that the physical model of Fig. 7͑c͒ predicts that Marangoni stresses are qualitatively equivalent to higher drop viscosity. These three arguments together can explain the effect of the compatibilizer on t ss * .
Possible scaling for Marangoni stress effects
It is tempting to make the analogy between Marangoni stress and the viscosity ratio more quantitative by attempting to superimpose the t ss * -p data for samples with different amounts of compatibilizer. A specific superposition scheme,
was attempted by Van Puyvelde et al. ͑2002͒ to model the coalescence kinetics of compatibilized droplets. Here m is a scaling factor that suggests that addition of compatibilizer is equivalent to a higher effective viscosity ratio. Equation ͑13͒ corresponds to a horizontal shift in data along the log(p) axis. In the viscosity ratio range studied here, Eq.
͑13͒ can indeed superimpose the t ss * -p data and create a reasonable master curve ͑not
shown͒. Yet, the above scaling is not theoretically justifiable at arbitrary viscosity ratios. In particular, the physical picture in Fig. 7͑c͒ suggests that compatibilized drops with p ϭ 0 are expected to behave as though they have finite viscosity due to Marangoni stress, a limit that is not captured correctly by Eq. ͑13͒. An alternative scaling that does capture the p ϭ 0 behavior correctly is
which seeks to model the Marangoni stress as an additive ͑rather than a multiplicative͒ contribution to the viscosity of the drop. Thus, in this case, the Marangoni stress is modeled as being proportional to the matrix viscosity, rather than to the viscosity ratio. Unlike Eq. ͑13͒, Eq. ͑14͒ suggests that the effect of Marangoni stress becomes less important at high p. Equation ͑14͒ is difficult to test in the present situation where p is varied experimentally by changing both d and m .
Clearly, while the analogy between Marangoni stress and the viscosity ratio is appealing intuitively, it is difficult to make it quantitative based only on the present data.
B. Magnitude of the terminal complex viscosity and steady-shear viscosity
For a dilute emulsion of Newtonian droplets in a Newtonian matrix without a compatibilizer, the relative zero-shear viscosity, 0r ͑presumed to be equal to the magnitude of the relative terminal complex viscosity ͉ 0r * ͉) was predicted by Choi and Schowalter ͑CS͒ ͑1975͒ to be The concern here in Sec. IV B is the increase in ͉ 0r * ͉ ͑or equivalently in 0r ) and in r at finite shear rates with added compatibilizer. All of these quantities have been predicted to increase when an interfacial tension-reducing surfactant is added to an emulsion. The zero-shear viscosity is considered first. In Oldroyd's picture ͑1955͒, a surfactant causes interface dilational viscoelasticity ͑and sometimes interface shear viscoelasticity as well͒ which causes the zero-shear viscosity to increase. The same result can be obtained from Palierne's model ͓Palierne ͑1990͔͒. Both Oldroyd as well as Palierne predict that if the interfacial modulus does not decay to zero at low frequencies ͑elastic interface͒, the terminal viscosity approaches that of a suspension of hard spheres at the same volume fraction, i.e., the drops behave like solid particles regardless of the viscosity ratio. In the present case, Fig. 4 shows that the relative terminal complex viscosity of compatibilized blends is not independent of the viscosity ratio. Moreover, the blends with low p have ͉ 0r * ͉ values well below the values expected for suspensions (͉ 0r * ͉ ϭ 1.27 according to Einstein's prediction͒. Clearly, although interfacial viscoelastic effects may indeed be responsible for the increase in terminal viscosity, these effects are not strong enough to make the blends behave like suspensions. This is not surprising; diffusion of the compatibilizer into the bulk must occur slowly, thus purely elastic interfaces are not likely. Finally, it should be noted that Nawab and Mason ͑1958͒ observed a similar increase in the viscosity of emulsions upon the addition of surfactant. In their case as well, the viscosity remained below that for rigid spheres.
The case of nonzero-shear rates has been addressed by numerical simulations in the limit of low volume fraction of drops by Li and Pozrikidis ͑1997͒ at p ϭ 1, and by Blawzdziewicz et al. ͑2000͒ at all p but small Ca so that the drops remained nearly spherical. These simulations found that the gradients in interfacial tension along the surface of drops ͓Fig. 7͑c͔͒ contribute to steady-shear stress. In an approximate sense, the Marangoni stress is an additional stress that must be overcome when shearing a compatibilized blend at a given rate, thus giving it a higher viscosity. The simulations predicted that, at low shear rates, r approaches the value predicted by Einstein regardless of the viscosity ratio, in accordance with Oldroyd's prediction. With an increase in shear rate, the contribution of the interfacial tension gradients to the shear stress was reduced, i.e., the compatibilized blends showed shear thinning, yet the surfactant-containing emulsions were predicted to have a higher viscosity than surfactant-free ones at all shear rates. The results of Fig. 5 do indeed show a higher viscosity for compatibilized blends but shear thinning is not evident, at least not at 1.2 s
Ϫ1
. Quantitative comparisons are difficult since the specific properties of the surfactants required for comparison with the simulations are not known for the compatibilizer used here.
Finally, it should be noted that reasonable superposition between compatibilized and uncompatibilized blends of Fig. 4 can be achieved by shifting the compatibilized blend data rightward along the p axis ͑i.e., compatibilized blends behaving as if their drops had higher viscosity͒. Thus the results of Fig. 4 are qualitatively consistent with the analogy between Marangoni stress and the viscosity ratio given in Sec. IV A 3. Once again, it is difficult to make this analogy quantitative. Horizontal shifts of the data of Fig. 4 along the p axis according to the scaling in Eq. ͑13͒ produce a reasonable master curve ͑not shown͒, yet, for the reasons pointed out in Sec. IV A4, Eq. ͑13͒ is not justifiable on theoretical grounds at all p.
C. First normal stress difference
Choi and Schowalter ͑1975͒ have predicted N r from the deformation of drops at low shear rates to be
where
Section IV A showed that uncompatibilized blends at steady shear had Ca Ϸ Ca cr . Substituting Ca cr from Eq. ͑11͒ in Eq. ͑16͒, the solid line in Fig. 6 is obtained. Evidently, CS theory, using the critical capillary number, can predict N r well, as was also observed previously ͓Vinckier et al. ͑1999͔͒.
We now seek to explain the effect of the compatibilizer on N r . Normal stresses in uncompatibilized blends reflect only the deformation and orientation of droplets in the flow as shown in Fig. 7͑a͒ . For compatibilized blends however, the interfacial tension gradients can contribute to normal stress as well, i.e., N 1,interface of compatibilized blends has contributions from both deformation of the interface and from redistribution of the compatibilizer on the surface of the droplets ͓Figs. 7͑b͒ and 7͑c͔͒. Note that in Fig. 7͑b͒ , the drop is nearly spherical and normal force is entirely due to interfacial tension gradients; this was the situation simulated by Blawzdziewicz et al. ͑2000͒ . Thus, for the compatibilized drop in Fig. 7͑c͒ , the total normal force from the interface is
where the first term on the right corresponds to Fig. 7͑a͒ and the second to Fig. 7͑b͒ . Recent numerical simulations ͓Blawzdziewicz et al. ͑2000͔͒ suggest that for small deformation, i.e., Ca Ӷ 1, the two terms are simply additive, and therefore N r compatiblized Ͼ N r uncompatiblized is expected at all p. However, in reality at finite Ca, the Marangoni stress resulting from interfacial tension gradients tends to reduce drop deformation, i.e., the second term in Eq. ͑18͒ tends to reduce the first as shown in Fig. 7͑c͒ . Thus, whether N r increases or decreases due to the addition of compatibilizer is determined by the coupling between the two effects shown in Figs. 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͒.
With the physical insight of Fig. 7 and Eq. ͑18͒, the trends of Fig. 6 may be understood in qualitative terms. At low p, uncompatibilized drops are highly deformable and hence N r deformation is large; thus, N r is large for uncompatibilized blends at low p. In addition, the high deformability at low p implies that interfacial tension gradients are expected to be large for compatibilized blends. Thus, the large value of N r interfacial tension gradients causes N r to increase with the addition of compatibilizer as seen in Fig. 6 . With an increase of p however, even uncompatibilized drops become increasingly difficult to deform, leading to a decrease in N r ͑solid line in Fig. 6͒ for the uncompatibilized blends. Additional Marangoni stress at the interface is expected to make compatibilized droplets even less deformable, and hence N r of compatibilized blends is expected to decrease even more rapidly with an increase of p. Indeed, Fig. 6 shows that with increasing amounts of compatibilizer, N r decreases more sharply with an increase of p; in fact, at the highest value of p studied there is no significant difference between the normal stress of compatibilized and uncompatibilized blends. Yon and Pozrikidis ͑1998͒ have indeed noted from numerical simulations that N 1 becomes independent of the surfactant concentration as the viscosity ratio increases. ͑It must be remarked, however, that the same simulations note that viscosity also becomes independent of the surfactant as p increases, in contrast with our results.͒ Quantitative analysis of these data is not possible since the steady-shear rheological properties depend on both the number and the deformation of droplets, neither of which has been measured in this research.
Finally, it may be noted that the analogy between Marangoni stress and the viscosity ratio definitely fails in this situation: the effect of the compatibilizer on N r cannot be captured by shifting the data for the compatibilized blends along the p axis.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The effect of adding a diblock copolymer compatibilizer on the rheological properties of two-phase blends of immiscible polymers was studied for blends with viscosity ratios from 0.1 to 2.65. Blends had 10 wt % of dispersed phase and small amounts ͑0.2 or 1 wt % weight of the blend͒ of compatibilizer. Linear viscoelastic moduli and steady-shear viscosities and normal stress were measured after a stepdown in shear rate until steadyshear conditions were reached. Addition of the compatibilizer was found to cause the following effects: ͑1͒ The addition of the compatibilizer does not affect the terminal relaxation time measured after cessation of steady shear at low viscosity ratios, but strongly increases it at high viscosity ratios. ͑2͒ The magnitude of the terminal complex viscosity and the steady-shear viscosity, which reflects the increase in viscosity of the blend due to the presence of droplets, was higher for the compatibilized blends at all viscosity ratios studied. Moreover, compatibilized drops were found to be less shear thinning than uncompatibilized ones. ͑3͒ The relative interfacial normal stress, which reflects the contribution of droplets to the first normal stress difference of the blend in shear flow, was higher for the compatibilized blends at low viscosity ratios. However, with increasing viscosity ratio, the relative interfacial normal stress was found to decrease more sharply for compatibilized blends than for uncompatibilized ones.
The results were interpreted using a physical picture in which flow-induced gradients in interfacial tension, and hence Marangoni stresses, exist on the surface of compatibilized drops. This picture has been established from past experiments and numerical simulations. Most of the observations in this paper are qualitatively consistent with Marangoni stresses stabilizing droplets against breakup in shear flow and contributing to shear and normal stress.
